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Several versions of quantified ynamic logic are shown to be equivalent in 
expressive power to "static" extensions ofclassical logics. Consequently, by recent 
results of various researchers, many connections between dynamic logics and 
complexity classes are obtained. Among other things, a sequence ofdynamic logics 
of increasing expressive power, which correspond, over appropriate finite structures, 
to LOGSPACE, PTIME, and PSPACE, as well as to the sets definable in the 
logarithmic-space, polynomial4ime, and arithmetical hierarchies is exhibited. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper connections are drawn between two different approaches to 
the task of extending first-order logic (henceforth FO). Both approaches have 
been the subject of considerable research in computer science, though for 
different reasons. The first is represented by a class of logics developed and 
studied in order to enable reasoning about programs and understanding their 
behaviour. These are generically called logics of programs, and within these 
we shall concentrate here exclusively on the particular formalizm of dynamic 
logic. In dynamic logic one writes, e.g., [a]cP for a (possibly complex) 
program a and formula q~ to state that cp is true when a terminates. On the 
first-order level, several versions of quantified dynamic logic (henceforth 
QDL) have been studied; these are obtained by varying the class of atomic 
programs or the set of control constructs allowed. See (Harel, 1984) for a 
detailed survey. 
The other approach is that of extending classical logics with certain 
"static" operations, such as a transitive closure operator. Such logics have 
been used in various contexts, for example, in relational database research. 
There, a database is essentially a finite structure, and the use of FO as a 
query language is as old as the relational model itself (Codd, 1970). A 
formula q~ ~ FO with free variables Y is interpreted as a query over a 
database B, the answer to which is the set of tuples i such that q~(t-) holds for 
B. In response to the apparent need for query languages more powerful than 
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Dynamic Logic Static Logic Complexity Class 
1 dran-DQDL FO + DTC LOGSPACE 
2 pos-ran-QDL FO + pos-TC NLOGSPACE 
3 ran-QDL FO + TC N*L 
4 ran-QDLef PTIME 
5 ran-QDLproe FO + cont-LFP PTIME 
6 pos-2ran-QDL Exist-FSO NPTIME 
7 2ran-QDL FSO X*P 
8 ran-arr-QDL FSO + 2TC PSPACE 
9 pos-QDLre L c'u pos-- WlW r .e.  
10 QDLre L c~ X*A 
Notes. Equivalences between the first and second columns hold in general, and between the 
second (hence also the first) and third only in finite ordered structures. Definitions of the 
logics appear in Sections 2, 3. 
FO, it has been suggested that FO be strengthened with additional operators. 
The addition of a least fixpoint operator to such a query language has been 
investigated in (Aho & Ullman, 1979; Chandra & Harel, 1982; Vardi, 1982), 
and that of a transitive closure operator in (Zloof, 1976; Vardi, 1982). 
Similarly, second-order logic has sometimes been considered as a query 
language. Other extensions considered are infinitary logics (cf. Keisler 
(1971)). Static extensions of FO have also been used to characterize 
complexity classes. One of the first results of this nature was obtained by 
Fagin (1974), where the class NP was shown to be equivalent in a certain 
sense to existential second-order logic. A considerably more general picture 
has been recently provided by the results of Immerman (1983), where several 
such logics are shown to correspond to various complexity classes. 
In this paper we provide many tight connections between the dynamic and 
static extensions of first-order logic by pairing dynamic logics with 
equivalent static ones. These connections are in line with the observations of 
(Engeler, 1967; Meyer, 1980) comparing dynamic logic with classical 
infinitary logic. As a result, by the characterizations in (Fagin, 1974; 
Immerman, 1983), we obtain also direct connections between dynamic logics 
and complexity classes. The global picture summarizing the main three-way 
connections established herein is presented in TableI,  where connections 
with complexity classes are limited to finite structures with an ordering on 
the domain, as explained later. In lines 3, 7, and 10, X'L ,  X 'P ,  and N*A 
denote, respectively, the (entire) logarithmic space, polynomial time, and 
arithmetical hierarchies (Rogers, 1967; Stockmeyer, 1977). Since we have no 
satisfactory static equivalent in line 4, the connection depicted by that line is 
derived directly, not via (Immerman, 1983). As shown in Section 5, lines 4 
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and 5 imply that in certain finite interpretations the availability of 
parameters in recursive procedures adds no expressive power to context-free 
QDL. This complements a result of Tiuryn (1981) whereby for the general 
case power is indeed gained. A recent independently written paper of Tiuryn 
and Urzyczyn (1983) can be seen to establish (among other things) the 
connections between the first and third columns of lines 5 and 8. 
Sections 2 and 3 define, respectively, the static and dynamic logics 
considered, and Section 4 proves general equivalences between the two. 
Section 5 establishes the correspondence with complexity classes. 
2. STATIC LOGICS 
In this section we introduce some basic notions about static logics, mainly 
following (Irnmerman, 1983). 
A structure d with signature g -=(R  I ..... Rk, f l  ..... fr), consists of a 
domain D and appropriately typed interpretations R~ .... , Rk, f l  .... ,fr for the 
relation and function symbols of g-. Let q~(Y) be a formula in FO with free 
variables from among Y=(Xl,.. . ,xn). Given a structure d with an 
appropriate signature, truth values are assigned to q~(d) for any d= 
(dl ..... dn) E D" in the usual way, thus defining a satisfiability relation ~. 
Such a formula qJ is interpreted over d as the relation ~¢(q~)= {d]dE D ~ 
and d ~ q~(d)}. If n=0,  i.e., q~ is closed, ~¢~¢(q~) is {()} or O just when 
~ q~ or ~¢" ~: q~, respectively. If W is a set of structures and q~ is closed, 
let MODw(~ ) = {d l~¢ E W, ~ ~ ~}. 
We now define a series of extensions of FO. The operator TC denotes the 
reflexive transitive closure of a certain kind of a formula. That is, if ~f = 
(x~ ..... x~) and Y=(Yl  ..... Yk), then for q~(£y) define 9P~(TC(qS))= 
(9~j(q0) *, where 9~j(q~) is viewed as a binary relation of k-tuples, and * 
denotes reflexive transitive closure, yielding the truth of TC(qS)(y,y) 
whenever there is a path from ~f to y via qs. Let FO + TC be the logic 
obtained by adding the TC operator inductively to FO. Let FO + pos-TC be 
the sublanguage of FO + TC, in which TC appears only positively, i.e., 
under an even number of negations. 
Deterministic transitive closure, DTC, is defined as follows: Given a 
formula q~(Y,y) as above, 
DTC(~) ------ TC(~(2, 37) A VI(~(R, i)  D 37 = z7)). 
That is, DTC(~) (£y)  holds iff there is a path from 2 to fi via unique 
descendents. Define the language FO + DTC accordingly. 
A more general operator is the least fixpoint LFP (see Moschovakis, 1974; 
Aho&Ullman, 1979; Chandra &Harel, 1982). A formula • with free 
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variables x1 ..... xn, that involves relation symbols R 1 ..... R k and S, where the 
arity of S is n, can be viewed as a function q~(s) from relations to relations 
over structures whose signatures include R1,...,R k but not S. Given such a 
formula~, in which S occurs positively only, and a structure 
d = (D, R1,..., Rk,...,), define W~,(LFP(q~(S))) -= rain {SIS c_ D k, ~(S)  = S }, 
where the minimum is taken with respect o the subset ordering. Positivity of 
S in q~ ensures that q~(S) as a function is monotone and hence that such a 
unique least fixpoint exists (Tarski, 1955). Let FO + LFP denote the logic 
obtained by adding the LFP operator to FO. Let FO + eont-LFP denote the 
subset of FO + LFP in which, in every subformula of the form LFP(q~(S)), 
S does not appear under negations at all. For such q~, LFP(q~(S)) can be 
computed as Oiq~i(O) (or, by monotonicity, as limi+oo q~i(O)). Over finite 
structures, noncontinuous LFP's can be computed in the same way, and 
hence in this case the two extensions are equivalent in expressive power. In 
Hitchcock and Park (1972), FO + LFP and FO + eont-LFP are called the 
full (monotone) and continuous/a-calculus, respectively. 
We now describe some sublanguages of finitary second-order logic (in this 
sequel, FSO). FSO is second-order logic in which the semantics is restricted 
so that quantified relation symbols are restricted to range over finite 
relations. In such logics, we allow formulas to contain free occurrences of 
relation symbols, apart from those of the signature. Given a formula 
¢(Y, S1,...,St) and a structure J which does not interpret S1,...,St, 
interpret q~ as the second-order relation 
~(~b)  = {(d, S~,..., S¢)ld ~ D", S i c_D ~ri'y(s') and ~/~ q~(£ SI,... , St) }. 
Exist-FSO is the 2211 level of FSO, i.e., its prenex normal form allows only 
existential second-order quantification. In FSO we can define a stronger, 
second-order version of TC, denoted 2TC, as follows: Given a formula 
q~ (2, /~, y, S) with appropriate arities for the symbols, Ww(2TC(q~))= 
(wd(q~))*, where Wd(~) is viewed as a binary super-relation as in the first- 
order case. 
Note that we do not allow quantification on function symbols. However, 
we can use functional relations to represent finite functions, and we use the 
shorthand ~fq~ (for f of arity n) to express 
. . . . .  x., A RAy, A A 
where q)' is q~ with occurrences off(Y) properly replaced. In this way, we 
can express " f  is underfined on ~' ,  by Vz(--~R:(Y, z)). 
Finally, we describe some versions of infinitary logic. L c~ is the language 
¢o lO/ 
with the formation rules of FO, but in which, in addition, infinite 
disjunctions V i~ i are allowed inductively, for any recursively enumerable 
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sequence of formulas q~l, ~2,"'" The language pos-LC~o, is the sublanguage 
in which infinite disjunctions appear under an even number of negations. 
For purposes of compatibility between the discussed logics we restrict he 
discussion of second-order logics to structures whose signature contains all 
free second-order symbols of the formula. Thus, in all logics, ~¢(q~) is a 
relation over the domain. 
We denote by L 1 ~< L 2 the fact that L 1 is no more expressive than L 2, i.e., 
that for any formula q~l E L 1 over a signature g- there is a formula q52 E L z 
such that ~d(q~l) = ~d(q~2) for any structure ,~  over signature g-. 
We have immediately 
and 
FO + DTC ~ FO + TC ~ FO + eont-LFP ~< FO + LFP, 
Exist-FSO ~< FSO ~< FSO + 2TC ~ L c~ 
o)  1 (o  " 
Moreover, in finite structures we also have 
FO + eont-LFP = FO + LFP ~ Exist-FSO. 
The latter inequality, false in infinite structures, follows from the following 
nontrivial result of Irnmerman (1982): 
PROPOSITION (Immerman, 1982). Over finite structures, any formula of 
FO + LFP is equivalent o a formula with a single positive application of a 
least JTxpoint. 
3. DYNAMIC LOGICS 
We assume familiarity with the basic syntax and semantics of QDL and 
with the fact that different versions of it emerge when the class of programs 
involved is allowed to vary. For details beyond those given here the reader is 
referred to Harel (1979; 1984). 
Given a formula @(Y) in some version of QDL, and a structure d over 
an appropriate signature, we interpret q~ as the relation ~H(q~)= {dp d C D n 
and d ,  sg ~ q~}, where sg is any state in which 2 is interpreted as d. Truth 
values for closed formulas q~, and the sets of structures MODw(@ ), are 
defined as for static logics. 
In the basic version of QDL, the programs are regular (nondeterministic) 
program schemes, with simple assignments x ~-~r for a term ~ and tests, as 
atomic programs. (Unless otherwise mentioned, all logics described here 
allow the use of "rich tests"; i.e., q~? is a program, inductively, for any 
formula qx) 
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For any version L of QDL, it is possible to add new types of atomic 
programs (which, together with the above standard ones, are closed under 
regular formation rules), and obtain a new language. In particular, we define 
the following extensions: 
(1) ran-L denotes L enriched with a random assignment operation, 
x~ ?. (We sometimes write 2+--?, for Y= (x I .... ,xn), as a shorthand for 
xl ~ 7;...; xn ~ ?.) 
(2) arr-L denotes the addition of array assignments,f(£)~y. ("New" 
function symbols, from outside the signature, can also be assigned to. Such 
functions are considered "undefined" in untouched locations.) 
(3) dran-L denotes the addition of a "deterministic" random 
assignment (or "search")operator £~ q~(y, ?), interpreted as 
£ ~ d if d is the unique tuple s.t. q~(y, d) holds, 
false7 if there is no such dot  there is more than one. 
(4) 2ran-L denotes the addition of new "second-order" atomic 
programs denoted by f~-7;  this is actually shorthand for the program 
(£~- 7; y +- ?;f(Y) ~-y)*, that changes a finite portion of the value o f f  Note 
that these programs are not closed under the inductive definition of 
programs. For notational convenience, 2ran-L is understood to contain 
ran-L, i.e., random assignment is also allowed. 
We also consider enriching the control structure of programs. For 
example, we might allow context-free programs, el, which are a form of 
parameterless recursive procedures. A program a x in ef may include an 
atomic command X, interpreted as "call a." All vriables are global, and may 
change during the execution of a recursive call. 
Allowing recursive calls to employ parameters in any of the the usual 
programming language senses results in yet a stronger set of schemes. We 
define a slightly different yet equivalent version, denoted proe, in which local 
variables rather than parameters are added. In proe, a recursive program is 
denoted a(y) x, where the variables of )7 are global. All other variables are 
local, i.e., they are pushed onto a stack upon entering a recursive call and 
restored upon its completion. 
Let a seq be a program of the form a 1 ;...; ak, where each a; is an atomic 
program (of any of the specified kinds) or a test. We obtain an even stronger 
language than before by allowing (finite representations of) recursively 
enumerable sets of seq's as programs. Denote this convention by re.  The 
corresponding logics are thus denoted QDLcf, QDLp .... and QDL,c. 
A deterministic version of QDL, DQDL is obtained by replacing the "*"  
and "{.9" connectives with the standard "while-do" and " i f - then-else" 
constructs. 
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Finally, we may restrict a version L of QDL to be "box-free," that is, to 
require that the "( )"  connective occur only under an even number of 
negations. Denote such a sublanguage of L by pos-L. 
Here we have (defining ~< as for static logics, but with ~d(q)) rather than 
and 
pos-ran-QDL ~< ran-QDL ~< ran-QDL~r~< ran-QDLp,o~ 
2ran-QDL ~< ran-arr-QDL ~ QDLre. 
4. EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOGICS. 
We now pair up the languages of Section 2 and 3, by matching static 
logics with equivalent dynamic ones. Comparisons in expressive power 
between static and dynamic logics are denoted in the usual way. Thus, e.g., 
FO ~< QDL means that for each formula q)(Y) in FO there is a formula 7J(Y) 
in QDL such that ~(q~)= ~A(~ rt) for any structure S" of the appropriate 
signature. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. ran-QDL = FO + TC. 
P roo f  (/>): By induction on the structure of @ C FO + TC. Since 
trivially FO ~< QDL, it remains to be seen that whenever @(Y, 37) is trans- 
latable to ran-QDL, so is TC(@). Assume 7J(Y,y) Cran-QDL and 
7J(x, Y) -- @ (x, Y)- The following formula (in ran-QDL) is equivalent o 
TC(@)(Y,y): < (E+-- ?; 7J(.f, E)?; ~+-£)* >x=y.  
(~<): By induction on the structure of @ E ran-QDL. The only interesting 
case is (a) 4. Let g contain all variables assigned in a. By induction on the 
structure of a define a formula M,(5, Y') representing the "input-output" 
relation of a. That is, Vd, d'(M,~(d, d ' )  holds iff (sa, sa,) E p(a)). 
For instance, given M,~(~,Y ' )  and Ms(Y',X" ), set M~;~(Y,~") to be 
3Y'(M~(~, Y') A Ms(Y', Y")). The formula for x t *-- ? is Vx; (x; ~ x i ~ x j  = x;). 
For an assignment a = x i ~ a, set M,~(Y, Y ' )  -= x[ = cr A Vxj  (xj 4= x i D 
xj = xj.). For a test a = O(ff)?, set M~(2, if') = f2(ff) A 2 = 2', where f2 is the 
equivalent of O by the main inductive hypothesis on formulas. The TC 
operator is used to construct Ms, from M s. Finally, assuming 
~(~)C FO +TC and 7~(~?)= @(~), then (a) ~ is equivalent to 
~2'(M~(.~, 2') A ~(.f')). I 
COROLLARY 4.2. pos- ran-QDL = FO + pos-TC. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. dran-DQDL = FO + DTC.  
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Proof  (~>): By induction. Given q'(~,.f) E FO + DTC, let 7t(,f, j7) 
dran-DQDL be its equivalent by the inductive hypothesis. We wish to find 
an equivalent for DTC(~), i.e., for TC(q,(Y, j7)A Vf(q'(Y, f )~y= f)). Such 
an equivalent formula will be the following, involving free variables x, y. 
(7,--~; while ? ¢ ff do (if*- ~(7, ?); ~ ~ ff)) true. 
(~<): The proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.1. First, replace any 
"while 0 do a" with (O?; a)*; (~O)?, and similarly for the " i f - - then--else" 
construct. Now construct M~ for any a. Finally, by the determinism of the 
programs, note that for any cl there is at most one tuple d' such that 
M~(d, d') holds, and therefore ach TC in any M,  can be replaced by a 
DTC, with no change in meaning. II 
PROPOSITION 4.4. ran-QDLp,oc = FO + cont-LFP. 
Proof (>/): For every formula ~EFO+eont -LFP  we inductively 
construct an equivalent formula 7 j' ~ ran-QDLp,oc. The main step concerns 
handling LFP(gz(S))(~f), where :? is the tuple of free variables of ~u. (Recall 
that the number of free variables of V has to equal the arity of S). Here we 
inductively construct, for each subformula O of ~, a program a o such that 
(ao) true = O. In doing so, we temporarily consider the free second-order 
variable S as a predicate. 
Base case: One base case is maximal subformulas q' not containing 
occurrences of S. (We assume that variables are properly renamed so that 
different subformulas LFP( ) have distinct second-order variables.) Assuming 
~'  is the ran-QDLpro~ equivalent of q~ by main inductive hypothesis, let 
a~, = q"?. 
The other base case is S itself. Let a s = S?. 
3xq': Let a~x ~ =x~ ?; a~. 
q~ V O: Let a,vo = a~ U a o. 
q~(jT) A O(f): Let ae(~Ao( ~= m *- z; a~(jT); f , -  r~; ao(f), 
where rfi is a tuple of new local variables. 
Note that the cases o f -~ and Vx~ need not be considered, except in the 
base cases, since --7 and V are not allowed to appear outside subformulas 
containing S, by the continuity assumption. 
Once a~, is constructed, convert it into a recursive program c%(Y) x by 
replacing any occurrence of S(7)? in av with rfi ~.f ;  -g~-fi; X; .g~ r~, where 
rh is a tuple of new local variables. (Actually, the recursive program 
simulates the computation method indicated in Section 2 for continuous 
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LFP.) Recall that X denotes a recursive call to av,, and ~ is the list of global 
variables. One can now easily show that (ax(~)--LFP(Ts(S))(y). 
(~<): Again, the proof follows that of Proposition4.1. For a recursive 
program a with global variables ~, M e is constructed as follows: (1) Replace 
any occurrence of X in a with S0?)?, where S is a new relation symbol of 
the appropriate arity, thus obtaining a program a'(S). (2) Construct M~,(S). 
(3) Let M e = LFP(M,,,(S)). (Note that by the construction of Ms,, S will 
appear under no negations, thus M~, is continuous in S). II 
Meyer and Parikh (1981) show that finiteness of the domain is not 
expressible in ran-QDL, in a direct proof similar to that of (Park, 1976) for 
FO + LFP. They consequently conclude that ran-QDL < ran-arr-QDL. 
Proposition 4.4 yields the following stronger esults: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Finiteness of the domain is not expressible in 
ran-Q D Lp, o, . 
Proof. ran-QDLp,oc = FO + eont-LFP <~ FO + LFP, and by (Park, 
1976) finiteness is not expressible in FO + LFP. II 
COROLLARY 4.6. 
Proof. The ~< 
Corollary 4.5. II 
ran-QDLproc < ran-arr-QDL. 
direction is immediate, and strictness follows from 
PROPOSITION 4.7. 2ran-QDL = FSO. 
Proof. (>~): Assume q~EFSO is translated into 7~E2ran-QDL. In 
order to translate ~Rq), replace any occurrence of R(~) in 7 s by f (~)= v, 
where f is a new function symbol and v is a new variable. The formula 
3v( ( f~ ?) ~) is then equivalent to 3Rq~. This works for any structure whose 
domain has at least two distinct elements. The exceptional case can be easily 
handled separately. 
(~<): One first observes that ran-QDL ~< FSO or FO + TC ~< FSO, since 
TC(q~)(£,y) can be expressed in FSO. Note that the standard translation 
(where a VS quantifier is used to state the minimality of the relation 
denoting the transitive closure) fails, since the transitive closure relation is in 
general not finite, so that describing it explicitly requires quantification over 
infinite relations. However, TC(q~)(~,y) can be translated into a formula 
stating essentially ~S ("S is a finite Euler graph with endpoints ~ and 
y~'/X "S ~_ ~"). 
We are thus left with the problem of translating ( f~  ?) ~, where, by the 
inductive hypothesis, ~ has already been translated into the equivalent hu in 
FSO. Whenever f is a new function symbol, simply write 3 f~ '  (where in ~g' 
all occurrences o f f  are properly replaced with a new functional relation R s, 
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as explained in Section 2). When f is a function of the signature, the "result" 
of f+-  ? may still be infinite, so a direct "3f" does not work. Yet, we may 
view the result as a combination of a new finite function and a (generally 
infinite) portion of the original function. Thus, the translation will be to 
3g~', where all occurrences of atomic subformulas O(f(£)) in 7 ~ have been 
replaced in 'F' with ~y(((y=g(~))V ("g is undefined in .~' A 
y=f0g) ) )  A O(y)). | 
COROLLARY 4.8. pos-2ran-QDL =- Exist-FSO. 
Proof. It suffices to note that the given translations for TC and second- 
order assignment use only existential quantification. II 
PROPOSITION 4.9. ran-arr-QDL = FSO + 2TC. 
Proof. (>~): Recall that second-order assignment f~ ? is programmable 
in ran-arr-QDL. Translation of 2TC(gr)(,?,/~, 37, S) is handled just as is the 
odinary TC, but with the introduction o f f~ ?. 
(~<): The formulas M,  here have to describe the input-output relation of a 
with regard to functions too. Hence, they will be of the form M~(~,f, 2',j~). 
The rest resembles the proof of Proposition 4.1. II 
PROPOSITION 4.10 (Meyer & Parikh, 1981). QDL,e= L ct~ 
o91o ) • 
COROLLARY 4.11. pos-QDLre = pos-L,ol,o.ca 
5. LOGICS AND COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
One of the first results equating static logics with complexity classes 
appears in (Fagin, 1974), where the class NP was shown to be equivalent, in 
a certain sense, to Exist-SO. A considerably more general picture was 
recently provided by the results in (Immerman, 1983). One of our objectives 
is to provide a similar picture for dynamic logics, which seem to be natural 
condidates for such relationships. 
The basic framework for Immerman's results (1983) involves finite 
structures containing a total ordering relation on the domain. Denote the 
collection of such structures by (F, ~), and the collection of all finite 
structures by F. For a logic L, a complexity class C, and a collection W of 
structures, we say that L =w C iff 
(1) for every closed formula q~ C L, MODve(~ ) C C, and 
(2) for every set S ~_ W, if S E C then there is a formula qb C L such 
that MODw(qO ) = S. 
643/60/1-3-7 
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Note that this is a weaker notion than the one used to compare logics, 
since it refers only to closed formulas. 
Throughout, o relate finite structures to complexity classes, we assume a 
standard encoding of functions and relations on input tapes for Turing 
machines, as in, e.g., (Immerman, 1983). In particular, functions are iden- 
tified with their graphs, and relations are stored on the input tape tuple by 
tuple with appropriate delimiters. Note that for other less standard encodings 
the resulting correspondences with complexity classes might be different; cf. 
Yiuryn and Urzyczyn (1983). 
We make use of the following results of Fagin and Immerman: 
PROPOSITION (Fagin, 1974). 
(a) Exist-SO =p NPTIME. 
(b) SO =v S*P. 
PROPOSITION (Immerman, 1983). 
(a) FO + DTC ---~r,.<<) LOGSPACE. 
(b) FO + pos-TC =~F,<) NLOGSPACE. 
(c) FO + TC =~F,<)S*L. 
(d) FO + LFP =(F,<) PTIME. 
Based on these results and the equalities hown in the previous ection, we 
immediately have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
(a) dran-DQDL =(F,<)LOGSPACE. 
(b) pos-ran-QDL =(F,<) NLOGSPACE. 
(c) ran-QDL =(F,<) X*L. 
(d) ran-QDLo,o~ =(r, <) PTIME. 
(e) pos-2ran-QDL =F NPTIME. 
(f) 2ran-QDL =F S*P. 
(g) ran-arr-QDL =FPSPACE. 
(Note: the omission of "~<" in (e-g) is intentional; one can define such an 
ordering in these more powerful languages by prefixing (linl) to each 
formula of interest, where lin s is a program which "stores" the domain in a 
linear fashion in a new function symbol f using random and array 
assignments. Desired occurrences of "~<" can then be simulated by an 
appropriate search.) 
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In the following propositions we use the notation MODw(~)  w.r.t, open 
formulas q0(£) too, referring to all pairs ( J ,  /)) s.t. J E W, b is a tuple of 
elements in the domain of J and J ~ q~(/7). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (1) For any r.e. set K of pairs (d ,  b), where d C F 
and b is a tuple of elements in the domain of d ,  there is a pos-QDL~ 
formula ~(2) s.t. MODe(q~)= K. 
(2) For any pos-QDL~formula qb(y) with free variables ~, MODF(q) ) 
is r.e. 
Proof (1) Let K = {(H/, bi) ) be an r.e. sequence as in the statement of 
the proposition. For each (~¢~, bi) there is a formula q~i C FO describing it 
precisely. The sequence {q~i} is r.e., and therefore q~=(uiq~i?) 
true c pos-QDLr~. Clearly • is satisfied by exactly the structures of K. 
(2) Given a formula q~(£)C pos-QDL,,, construct an ATM partially 
accepting mooF(tI) . The construction is by standard methods. Given a 
tuple (d ,  b) we first verify that /~ belongs to ~¢', and then the program a 
(appearing positively in q~) is handled by guessing a seq fl, verifying that it 
belongs to a (by enumerating the seq's of a) and applying fl to (d ,  b). II 
COROLLARY 5.3. P°s-QDL,e=F r.e. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (1) For any arithmetical set K of pairs (d ,  6) as 
above, there is a QDL,e formula ~(£) s.t. MODF(~ ) = K. 
(2) For any QDL,~ formula ~(~) with free variables ~, MODF(~ ) is 
arithmetical. 
Proof (1) Let K be an arithmetical set as above; hence K C H ° for some 
i/> 1. There is a predicate q~(kl,..., ki, n), recursive in kl,..., ki,n such that 
for any n C co the formula Vk13k 2 ... Qk i. q~(kl .... , k i, n) is true iff n is the 
code of a structure in K. Let 7/n be a formula in FO describing precisely the 
finite structure coded by n. Define the following QDL,~ programs: 
ai+'(k, ..... ki, n)  = true? 
=false? 
and for 1 ~<j ~< i, i f j  is even then 
• (k 1 ..... ki, n) holds, 
otherwise, 
d(k, ..... kj_,,n)= U d+' (k ,  ..... kj, n), 
kjeto 
and i f j  is odd then 
-- ~ ~ \ \ t 1~" ' ,  "" 
kj~ to 
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Finally, let 
U (Y'.?;a'(n)). 
nErO 
Clearly (a °) true defines K. 
(2) By induction on the structure of QDL,~ formulas. The base case is 
that of pos-QDL,~ formulas, handled by Proposition 5.2. Negations, quan- 
tifiers, and disjunctions are trivial. Now consider the formula (a) @. Assume 
j7 are the variables appearing free in @ and bound in a (hence also in (a) @). 
Then (a) @ is equivalent to the formula 
ku= Er~((a)(y= rg) A @'), 
where ~ is a tuple of new variables and ~'  is obtained from ~ by replacing 
all occurrences of )7 with #. By inductive hypothesis @' describes an 
atrithmetical set, so there is an arithmetical formula 2 describing 
MODe(q)'). The program a is r.e., so the formula (a ) (7=#)  is in 
pos-QDL,~. By Proposition 5.2, MODp((a)(fi= #)) is r.e., and so there is 
an arithmetical formula O describing it too. Finally ~ and O can be 
combined to yield an arithmetical formula equivalent to h u. | 
COROLLARY 5.5. QDLre=X*A. 
Another interesting observation that does not follow from (Im- 
merman, 1983) is that on these (F,~<)-structures there is no difference 
between recursion with and without parameters. In fact, it can also be shown 
that one positive application of parameterless recursion suffices. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. ran-QDLcf= <F,<) ran-QDLp,oc= (F, <~) PTIME. 
Proof First note that by a classical result of Brown et al (1972) 
programs in proe (with rich-tests and random assignments) are equivalent in 
all structures to flow diagrams (with rich-tests and random assignments) 
equipped with a stack for storing elements of the domain. In a similar way, it 
is shown in (Tiuryn, 1983) that programs in ef are equivalent in all 
structures to flow diagrams equipped with a binary stack, capable of storing 
only zeros and ones (and testing the topmost symbol of the stack). 
Intuitively, when not having to store variables (which is the case with 
parameterless procedures in which all variables are global, as in el), all that 
need be stored are "return addresses" which can be coded by finite fixed 
tuples of binary values, since the program itself is finite. 
The proof is completed upon observing that over finite ordered structures, 
and allowing random assignments, a general stack can be simulated by a 
binary one. Since the domain is ordered, we can represent each element by 
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its distance from the minimal element. This value can be written in the stack 
in unary, with zeros used to separate lements from one another. Thus, in 
order to push an element x onto the stack, use the program 
push(O); ~t ~- Y; (-~min(t)?; y ~ ?; pred(y, x)?; push(l); t ~y)* ;  min(t)? 
where 
and 
min(x) -- Vy(x 4 Y) 
pred(y, x) - y ~< x A Yz((z ~< x A z :P x) ~ z ~< y). 
Popping an element is done in a similar fashion. (Note that this method 
works for any countable linearly ordered domain with a minimal 
element.) 1 
As mentioned in (Immerman, 1983), what we really need in order to be 
able to simulate TM computations by logical formulas, and thus obtain 
desired correspondences between logics and complexity classes, is a 
successor function on the domain. The random assignments are actually used 
only for extracting the successor of an element. Conversely, in the presence 
of a successor function S(x), a random assignment x ~- ? can be simulated 
by x +--first; (x~ S(x))*, where first is defined by Vy(S(y):/=first). 
Thhs, denoting the collection of totally ordered finite structures with a 
successor function on the domain by (F, S), we have 
PROPOSITION 5,7. 
(a) pos-QDL =~F,S) NLOGSPACE, 
(b) QDL =(F.S) S*L. 
(c) QDLcf=~v,s) QDLproc =~F.s) PTIME. 
(d) arr-QDL =<F,S) PSPACE. 
To take this discussion one step further, all that is actually needed is the 
ability to construct any sequence of elements on the domain, so that each 
element is arrived at exactly once. (So that the successor sequence does not 
have to appear as a given function in the structure; it suffices that it can be 
computed by a program.) In a recent paper, Tiuryn and Urzyczyn (1983) 
show that this can be done in QDLp, o, and arr -QDL on any "Herbrand 
universe," i.e., in any structure whose domain is connected via its functions 
and constants. Consequently, denoting the collection of Herbrand structures 
by H, they show 
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PROPOSITION 5.8 (Tiuryn & Urzyczyn, 1983). 
(a) QDLp,,, =i~ PTIME. 
(b) arr-QDL =~ PSPACE. 
Proposition 5.8 holds also when the tests are restricted to being first-order 
quantifier-free formulas (QDLqr). Note that although our general translations 
require rich tests, over (F, ~)-structures several simulations can be carried 
out directly from Turing machines to dynamic logics by methods of 
(Immerman, 1983), using only quantifier-free t sts. In particular one can 
show 
PROPOSITION 5.9. 
(a) pos-ran-QDL qf =(F,~<) pos-ran-QDL (=~F,..<) NLOGSPACE). 
(b) qf ran-QDLproc (=(r,<)PT1ME). ran-QDL proc =(F,  ~< ) 
(c) pos-2ran-Q DL qf =F pos-2ran-QDL (=r NPTIME). 
(d) ran-arr-QDLqf =F ran-arr-QDL (=r PSPACE). 
A final remark regards the role of concurrency vs that of alternation. Let 
us consider the concurrent version of QDL, CQDL defined in (Peleg, 1984). 
The syntax of CQDL is that of QDL, with the addition of a "concurrency" 
operator 0 on programs. The semantics attaches a subset of S × 2 s (over a 
state-space S) to every program. The new/changed rules are: 
p(~;/~) = {(s, v)l~s,, s2,..., ((s, {s,, s2 ..... )) ~ p(~) 
A ~v,, v2,..., (A,((si, v,) ~ pq~)) A u= 0,  v,))}, 
and 
p(a~fl) = {(s, U)I3V, W((s, V)Ep(a)A (s, W) 
e pq~) A U= VU W)}. 
One notices that CQDL bears a close resemblance to Parikh's game logic 
(1983). 
The additional concurrency operator and the "and/or tree" semantics for 
CQDL render it a natural counterpart for alternating Turing machines. 
Indeed it is shown in (Peleg, 1984) that ran-CQDL is equivalent in 
expressive power to ran-QDLproc. Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION 5.10. ran-CQDL =(F, ~<) PTIME. 
This is quite natural, as one would expect he introduction of alternation 
to raise the complexity by one level. 
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